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	[image: Intel Core i7-11700KF (8-Core/16 Thread, 3.6-5.00 GHz, 16 MB Cache, Rocket Lake, LGA1200) Desktop Processor (Box)]	Intel Core i7-11700KF (8-Core/16 Thread, 3.6-5.00 GHz, 16 MB Cache, Rocket Lake, LGA1200) Desktop Processor (Box)


	

	
If you’re really serious about gaming or working hard on a PC, the new 11th-generation Intel Core processors called Rocket Lake are just for you. Specifically, this is an 8-core, unlocked multiplier Intel Core i7-11700KF Rocket Lake CPU with an operating frequency of 3.6-5.0 GHz. The chip is compatible with the LGA 1200 socket. Ideally, it can be used with the Intel 500 series chipset, but can also be used as an option with older Intel H470, Q470, W480 and Z490 series motherboards.
Intel Rocket Lake processors bring the first major change in microarchitecture in recent years, offering the most powerful AI acceleration to date. After the last update of the Skylake architecture (Comet), it has a Cypress microarchitecture. Technologically, these 10nm Ice Lake processors feature Sunny Cove cores redesigned by Intel from a proven and reliable 14nm manufacturing process for years. All this allows you to enjoy the high operating frequency of the Intel Core i7-11700KF Rocket Lake processor even under load.
(Attention: The CPU does not have an integrated GPU, so a dedicated video card is required!)
Specifications:

	Manufacturer: Intel
	Generation: 11th
	Processsor family: Intel Core i7
	Microarchitecture: Rocket Lake
	Lithography: 14 nm
	Number of Cores: 8
	Number of Threads: 16
	Processor Base Frequency: 3.6 GHz
	Max Turbo Frequency: 5.0 GHz (1 core) / 4.6 GHz (all core)
	Cache memory: 16 MB
	Bus Speed: 8 GT/s
	Instruction Set: 64-bit
	Instruction Set Extensions: AVX 2.0, AVX-512, SSE4.1, SSE4.2
	Integrated GPU: [image: No]
	Memory Specifications:
	Memory Types: DDR4-3200
	Max Memory Size: 128 GB
	Max Number of Memory Channels: Dual-channel
	Max Memory BandWidth: 50 GB/s
	ECC Memory supported: [image: No]



	PCI Express:
	PCI Express Revision: 4.0
	PCI Express Configurations: 1x16+1x4, 1x8+3x4, 2x8+1x4
	Max Number of PCI Express Lanes: 20



	TDP: 95-125 W
	Maximum Temperature (TJunction): 100 °C
	Sockets supported: LGA1200
	Compatible chipsets:
	Intel 500: B560, H510, H570, Q570, W580 and Z590
	Intel 400: H470, Q470, W480 and Z490



	Vertical Segment: Desktop PC / Gaming laptop
	Advanced Technologies:
	Intel® Deep Learning Boost (Intel® DL Boost): [image: Yes]
	Intel® Optane™ Memory Supported: [image: Yes]
	Intel® Thermal Velocity Boost: [image: No]
	Intel® Turbo Boost Max Technology 3.0: [image: Yes]
	Intel® Turbo Boost Technology: 2.0
	Intel vPro® Platform Eligibility: [image: No]
	Intel® Hyper-Threading Technology: [image: Yes]
	Intel® Virtualization Technology (VT-x): [image: Yes]
	Intel® Virtualization Technology for Directed I/O (VT-d): [image: Yes]
	Intel® VT-x with Extended Page Tables (EPT): [image: Yes]
	Intel® 64: [image: Yes]
	Idle States: [image: Yes]
	Enhanced Intel SpeedStep® Technology: [image: Yes]
	Thermal Monitoring Technologies: [image: Yes]
	Intel® Identity Protection Technology: [image: Yes]
	Intel® Stable Image Platform Program (SIPP): [image: No]
	Intel® Gaussian and Neural Accelerator 2.0: [image: Yes]
	Intel® AES New Instructions: [image: Yes]
	Secure Key: [image: Yes]
	Intel® Software Guard Extensions (Intel® SGX): [image: No]
	Intel® OS Guard: [image: Yes]
	Intel® Trusted Execution Technology: [image: No]
	Execute Disable Bit: [image: Yes]
	Intel® Boot Guard: [image: Yes]



	Warranty: 3 years
	Packaging: Box (without Fan)
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	[image: Realise N008 Ladies Rubberized Swimsuit]	Realise N008 Ladies Rubberized Swimsuit


	

	
Realise is high quality real swimsuit from Japan. Big size.
Normal-back swimming sexy japanese rubber swimsuit / swimwear / hydrasuit / water polo.

Features:

	Model: N008
	Normal back
	Normal leg cut
	Sportback
	Rubberized
	Material: 100 % polyurethane
	Lining: 90 % polyester (nylon) and 10 % polyurethane
	Material does not stretch snug fit!
	Color: Metallic Black
	Made in Japan


Size (cm / inch)

		3S	SS	S	M	L	LL (O)	3L (XO)	4L (Big)	
	Bust	28.5 - 30	29.5 - 31	31 - 32	32 - 33.5	33 - 34.5	34 - 36	35.5 - 37	36 - 38.5	72 - 76	75 - 79	78 - 82	81 - 85	84 - 88	87 - 91	90 - 94	92 - 98
	Waist	21 - 22.5	22 - 23.5	23 - 25	24.5 - 26	25.5 - 27	26.5 - 28.5	28 - 29.5	29 - 30.5	53 - 57	56 - 60	59 - 63	62 - 66	65 - 69	68 - 72	71 - 75	74 - 78
	Hip	31.5 - 33	32.5 - 34	34 - 35.5	35 - 36.5	36 - 38	37.5 - 39	38.5 - 40	39.5 - 41	80 - 84	83 - 87	86 - 90	89 - 93	92 - 96	95 - 99	98 - 102	101 - 105
	US	XXS (00)	XS (0 - 2)	S (4 - 6)	M (8 - 10)	L (12)	
	UK/AU	2	4	6	8	10	12	14	16	
	EU	26	28	30	32	34	36	38	40	
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	[image: Realise N015 P-2 Ladies Long-sleeved High-cut Normal Back SSW (Super Shiny Wet) Swimsuit]	Realise N015 P-2 Ladies Long-sleeved High-cut Normal Back SSW (Super Shiny Wet) Swimsuit


	

	
Realise is high quality real swimsuit from Japan. Normal-back swimming sexy japanese shiny swimsuit / swimwear / hydrasuit / water polo with long sleeves in Realise´s waterpolo cut, with round neck, high leg & covered cheeks (Realise N-Cut), closed back with back zipper.
This is a super swimsuit, very shiny and very smooth material. Very similar to the Asics CD in texture but lighter and sexier!

Features:

	Model: N015 P-2[image: Realise N-015 P-2 Ladies Long-sleeved High-cut Normal Back Swimsuit]
	Normal back
	Long-sleeved
	Normal leg cut
	Zip at the back
	The material is super shiny when wet
	SSW (Super Shiny Wet) a very thin and stretchy material, that is slightly glossy and feels like Lycra, Wetlook and similar fabrics; the light colors are a bit transparent and become more see through when wet
	Glossy coating on the top surface and is tight fitting also
	Its quite stretchy
	There are thin, moderate growth and feeling of clamping (kickback)
	Back fastener specification
	The concept is completely Japan production, high quality
	Material: 79 % polyester and 21 % polyurethane
	Szín: navy-lightblue-red
	Size: 3S - 3L (Japan size)
	Made in Japan


Size (cm)

		3S	SS	S	M	L	LL (O)	3L (XO)
	Bust	72 - 76	75 - 79	77 - 82	79 - 85	82 - 90	86 - 94	89 - 96
	Waist	53 - 57	56 - 60	59 - 63	62 - 66	65 - 69	68 - 72	71 - 75
	Hip	80 - 84	83 - 87	85 - 90	87 - 93	90 - 97	92 - 100	94 - 102
	UK	2	4	6	8	10	12	14






	
	 $ 120  	
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	[image: Crucial MX200 500 GB SATA3 (6 Gbps) 2.5" Internal SSD]	Crucial MX200 500 GB SATA3 (6 Gbps) 2.5" Internal SSD


	

	
















Crucial MX200 SSD

More speed, capacity, and endurance.
Get more out of your storage.







[image: Less power usage][image: Power Loss Protection][image: RAIN technology][image: hardware encryption][image: less power usage][image: Adaptive Thermal Protection][image: data protection]







When the Crucial® MX100 was released, it set a new standard for SSDs that the Crucial MX200 pushes even further.[image: mx200-intro] Leveraging leading specs on all fronts, along with new Dynamic Write Acceleration technology, the Crucial MX200 is loaded with innovative features and immediately increases your system’s performance.
 


How the Crucial MX200 Benefits You

[image: performance and endurance]

Performance & Endurance

Boot up almost instantly. Load programs in seconds. Accelerate demanding applications with ease.



	[image: faster]
Do more. Faster. Longer.

The Crucial MX200 delivers 555 MB/s sequential reads on both compressible and incompressible data, and outperforms a typical hard drive by 400 MB/s.1 Even better, the performance doesn’t let up, as the Crucial MX200 posts an endurance rating that’s up to 5 times greater than a typical client SSD.2

	[image: quick file transfer]
Transfer and save large files in a matter of seconds.

Competing SSDs typically rely on a fixed cache of multi-level cell flash memory, which allows you to write sequential data at published specs, but only for so long. Our industry-leading Dynamic Write Acceleration technology solves this problem by using an adaptable pool of high speed, single-level cell flash memory for consistently fast performance that doesn’t let up.


	[image: RAIN technology]
Max out performance and increase reliability.

Our engineers created RAIN technology to protect your data at the component level, similar to how RAID is used with multiple hard drives. This technology increases the security and protection of your data to a level that’s rarely seen in consumer-class SSDs.

	[image: hardware encryption]
Encrypt and protect your data at the highest possible level.

Keep personal files and sensitive information secure from hackers and thieves with AES 256-bit encryption – the same grade used by banks and hospitals. The Crucial MX200 meets or exceeds all industry encryption standards, including Microsoft® eDrive, IEEE-1667, and TCG Opal 2.0.




 

[image: performance and security]

Efficiency & Reliability

Store up to 1TB of data and achieve a higher level of reliability than a hard drive or competing SSD.



	[image: less power usage]
Run your system longer than ever before – using less power.

With Extreme Energy Efficiency technology, the Crucial MX200 is over 2x more energy efficient than a typical hard drive.3

	[image: Adaptive Thermal Protection]
Push your drive to the limit and avoid overheating.

Adaptive Thermal Protection technology enables the Crucial MX200 to dynamically adjust storage component activity based on how you’re using the drive, allowing your storage system to stay cool.


	[image: data protection]
Keep your memories, photos, and files safe.

When a photo or file gets corrupted, it often becomes unusable. Prevent this from happening in the first place with the Crucial MX200, which arms every storage component with four layers of Exclusive Data Defense.

	




Features:

	Best-in-class hardware encryption keeps data safe and secure
	Sequential reads/writes up to 555 / 500 MB/s on all file types
	Random reads/writes up to 100k / 87k IOPS on all file types Up to 5x more endurance and over 2x more energy efficient than a typical client SSD
	Dynamic Write Acceleration delivers faster saves and file transfers
	Includes spacer for 9.5 mm applications


Specifications:



	Brand	Crucial
	Series	MX200
	Model	CT500MX200SSD1
	Type	Internal Solid State Drive (SSD)
	Capacity	500 GB
	NAND flash type 	16 nm Micron® MLC
	Controller	Marvell® 88SS9189 with Micron Custom Firmware
	Max Sequential Read	555 MB/s
	Max Sequential Write	500 MB/s
	4k Random Read	100 000 IOPS
	4k Random Write	87 000 IOPS
	Interface	SATA-600 (SATA3)
	Connectors	SATA3
	Maximum data transfer rate	6 Gbit/s
	Endurance (TBW)	160 TB
	Mean time between failures (MTBF)	1.5 million hours
	Features	TRIM
RAIN (Redundant Array of Independent NAND)
DWA (Dynamic Write Acceleration) [not required]
ATP (Adaptive Thermal Protection)
PLP (Power Loss Protection)
AGC (Active Garbage Collection)
SMART (Self Monitoring and Reporting Technology)
	Security	AES 256-bit encrytption
TCG Opal 2.0 compliant
IEEE-1667 compliant
compatible with Microsoft eDrive
	Form Factor	2,5''
	Height	7 mm (with 7/9.5 mm spacer)
	Weight	4 oz / 114 g
	Warranty	3 years





The SSD (Solid State Drive)is a storage medium that does not include moving parts. Due to the lack of moving parts, it is not as vulnerable as the traditional HDD, soundless and fast. It can be installed in a Notebook (depending on its thickness) as a PC.
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	[image: 20-30 % discount coupon for airport parking of Looking4.com]	20-30 % discount coupon for airport parking of Looking4.com


	

	
Would you travel and leave your car in the parking lot of the airport, train station or port? Are you looking for an airport transfer? You can do it now cheaper! With a discount of 20-30% (depending on fullness).
Looking4.Com provides this service on all continents of the world - from Europe, through the Americas and Asia to Australia.
Ask before you buy the coupon! We check the available seats and the current discount.
Validity: 31 December 2021.
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	[image: 6 Bands Portable Cell Phone (2G/CDMA850/GSM900/DCS1800/PCS1900, PHS, 3G/UMTS/WCDMA 850/900/1700/1800/1900/2100, 4G/LTE 800/1700/1800/1900/2100/2600 Band 1/2/3/4/7/20) and Wi-Fi (WiFi 2.4G) or GPS (L1) Jammer / Blocker]	6 Bands Portable Cell Phone (2G/CDMA850/GSM900/DCS1800/PCS1900, PHS, 3G/UMTS/WCDMA 850/900/1700/1800/1900/2100, 4G/LTE 800/1700/1800/1900/2100/2600 Band 1/2/3/4/7/20) and Wi-Fi (WiFi 2.4G) or GPS (L1) Jammer / Blocker


	

	
Powerful and effective, this portable signal jammer effectively disables any Wi-Fi networks or GPS (L1) and any current mobile phone signals on the 2G (CDMA 850, GSM 900, DCS 1800 and PCS 1900), PHS, 3G (WCDMA 900/2100) and 4G LTE (800/1800/2600 aka 3/7/20) bands without interrupting any other electronic devices. The highly portable size and one-touch power button allows users to quickly turn the device on or off for instant jamming and un-jamming. Incredibly easy to operate and carry around, this portable signal jammer is both the ideal security and anti-security device and quite simply one of the best we have ever tested.
This is a powerful palm-sized cell phone signal shield blocker that disables nearly all kinds of cell phone signals, including the 2G (CDMA 850, GSM 900, DCS 1800, PCS 1900), PHS, 3G (WCDMA 850/900/1700/1800/1900/2100) and 4G LTE (800/1700/1800/1900/2100/2600 aka 1/2/3/4/7/20) bands. The device produces a 3 W radio shield with an effective range of up to 20 meters.

Ideal for meeting rooms, restaurants, concert halls, offices, schools – any place where cell phone use is inappropriate or prohibited. The GPS L1 jammer blocked the GPS trackers. Keep students from text messaging and using the mobile broadband internet during tests, and keep unwanted phone calls from disrupting religious services. Usable: private offices, army authorities, police / SWAT authorities, bus and vehicles (imagine how you can finally have a good undisturbed nap), VIP and privacy-sensitive scenarios, etc. Prohibits Wifi Camera & audio, Wifi Network & devices.

Specifications:

	Frequencies blocked (independent of the service providers):
	2G/CDMA850 (identical CDMA800): 869 ~ 894 MHz (in America)
	2G/GSM900: 925 ~ 960 MHz (in the rest of the world)
	2G/DCS1800: 1805 ~ 1880 MHz (in the rest of the world)
	2G/PCS1900: 1930 ~ 1990 MHz (in America)
	PHS (DECT): 1880 ~ 1920 MHz
	3G/WCDMA 850: 869 ~ 894 MHz
	3G/WCDMA 900: 925 ~ 960 MHz
	3G/WCDMA 1700: 2110 ~ 2155 MHz (in America)
	3G/WCDMA 1800: 1805 ~ 1880 MHz
	3G/WCDMA 1900: 1930 ~ 1990 MHz (in America)
	3G/WCDMA 2100: 2110 ~ 2170 MHz
	4G/LTE 700 (Band 12/13/14/17): 725 ~ 770 MHz (optional)
	4G/LTE 800 (Band 20): 791 ~ 821 MHz
	4G/LTE 1700 (Band 4): 2110 ~ 2155 MHz (in America)
	4G/LTE 1800 (Band 3): 1805 ~ 1880 MHz
	4G/LTE 1900 (Band 2): 1930 ~ 1990 MHz (in America)
	4G/LTE 2100 (Band 1): 2110 ~ 2170 MHz
	4G/LTE 2300 (Band 40): 2345 ~ 2400 MHz (optional)
	4G/LTE 2600 (Band 7): 2620 ~ 2690 MHz


(The jammer block the cell phone downlink frequencies!)
	Blocked frequencies by antennas:

	791 ~ 821 MHz
	4G/LTE 800 (Band 20)



	850 ~ 960 MHz
	2G/CDMA850
	2G/GSM900
	3G/WCDMA 850
	3G/WCDMA 900



	1570 ~ 1610 MHz: GPS L1 (1575.42) [optional]
	1805 ~ 1990 MHz
	2G/DCS1800
	2G/PCS1900
	PHS (DECT)
	3G/WCDMA 1800
	3G/WCDMA 1900
	4G/LTE 1800 (Band 3)
	4G/LTE 1900 (Band 2)



	2110 ~ 2170 MHz
	3G/WCDMA 1700
	3G/WCDMA 2100
	4G/LTE 1700 (Band 4)
	4G/LTE 2100 (Band 1)



	2400 ~ 2500 MHz: Wi-Fi (2.4G) / Bluetooth [optional]
	2620 ~ 2690 MHz
	4G/LTE 2600 (Band 7)






	Battery: Built in Rechargeable Li-Ion (7.4 V / 3000 mAh)
	Typical Battery Life: ~ 2 - 3 hours
	Total output power: 3 W
	Typical Coverage: ~ 15 - 20 meters (depends on the weather and the mobile network signal strength)
	Inside colling fans, can work 24 hours/7 days continuously
	Switchable frequencies
	Antennas: External omnidirectional
	Dimension:
	Antenna off: 133 mm × 75 mm × 35 mm (L × W × D)
	Antenna on: 2xx mm × 76 mm × 35 mm (L × W × D)



	Weight: xxx g


Package including:

	1 × Portable Mobile/Cell Phone and WiFi or GPS Signal Shield Blocker Jammer
	6 × Detachable omnidirectional antennas
	1 × AC Wall Charger
	1 × Car Charger
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	[image: ASUS GeForce RTX™ 3070 ROG Strix Gaming OC 8GB GDDR6 (no LHR)]	ASUS GeForce RTX™ 3070 ROG Strix Gaming OC 8GB GDDR6 (no LHR)


	

	
The best RTX 3070 graphics card! Outstanding performance (1935 MHz OC Boost) characterizes this great ASUS GeForce RTX 3070 ROG Strix Gaming OC 8GB GDDR6 (ROG-STRIX-RTX3070-O8G-GAMING / 90YV0FR1-M0NA00) VGA graphics card.

Warranty: 3 years
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	[image: 1993 6 Puttonyos Tokaji Aszu]	1993 6 Puttonyos Tokaji Aszu


	

	
1993 6 puttonyos tokaji aszu, Tokaj white wine specialty.
Vintage: 1993. An excellent vintage!
Capacity: 0.5 l (16.9 oz).
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	[image: Clevo NH77DPQ (17,3" FHD 144 Hz, i7-10870H, nVidia RTX 3060) laptop]	Clevo NH77DPQ (17,3" FHD 144 Hz, i7-10870H, nVidia RTX 3060) laptop


	

	
Clevo NH77DPQ with the latest Intel® Core™ i7-10870H Comet Lake processor of the 10th generation and nVidia® GeForce™ RTX 3060 graphics card and a 17.3 inch FHD IPS LED 144 Hz screen that produces beautiful razor-sharp images when you want to use the laptop for heavier graphics applications and gamers. Ideal for photo and video editing, not to mention gaming.
A less energy efficient but faster processor with the brand new 10th generation Intel i7-10870H processor with 8 cores and 16 threads, is the choice when you need a lot of power from a laptop. With up to 64 GB of DDR4 working memory and fast NVMe PCIe SSDs, this Clevo laptop makes the best choice for running multiple virtual machines (VMs)!
Extended specification for demanding users and applications. With this 17.3-inch laptop Clevo NH77DPQ you can meet all your entertainment needs. An extremely versatile laptop with nVidia GeForce RTX 3060 graphics card technology and the Sound Blaster Cinema 6 system is ready to rock your world!
With the multi-color RGB keyboard illumination, the laptop also looks very attractive at the same time.

Specifications:

	CPU: Intel i7-10870H (Octa Core: 8C/16T, 2.20-5.00 GHz, 16 MB cache, TDP 45 W)
	VGA: nVidia RTX 3060 6 GB GDDR6
	3840 CUDA
	Clock (Base/Boost): 900 / 1425 MHz
	TGP: 90 W (+ 15 W Dynamic Boost)



	Display: 17.3" FHD (1920x1080) 16:9 matte IPS LED 72 % NTSC 144 Hz + G-Sync
	Chipset: Intel HM470
	RAM: 8 GB (1x8 GB)  Samsung DDR4 @ 3200 MHz PC4-25600 1Rx8 (Single Rank) CL22, 260 pins SO-DIMM socket, dual channel support, up to 64 GB of expandable memory
	SSD (M.2 2280 PCIe 3.0 x4): Samsung 970 EVO PLUS 500 GB NVMe M.2 SSD (R/W 3500/3200 MB/s)
+ SSD (M.2 2280 PCIe 3.0 x4 / SATA): [image: no]
+ SSD/HDD (2.5 inch / 7 mm SATA): [image: no]
	Wired: Realtek Gigabit LAN
	Wireless: Intel Wi-Fi 6 AX200 (802.11ax, 2.4/5 GHz, 3 Gbps) + Bluetooth 5.1
	Audio: Sound Blaster Cinema 6, stereo speakers
	Keyboard: English (UK) QWERTY with numeric keypad (Multicolor RGB-LED Backlit, illuminated keyboard 15 selectable colors)
	Battery: 48.96 Wh (4 cells) external, replacable lithium-Ion battery
	Power supply: 180 W
	Operating system: [image: no]
	Weight: 2,5 kg
	Warranty: 2 years
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	[image: Universal Motorcycle License Plate Flipper]	Universal Motorcycle License Plate Flipper


	

	
Back flip for motorcycle. Electric motorized license plate hide flipper gadget, like ones used in James Bond movies. Install this easy to use retractable license plate gadget and easily hide [image: Universal Motorcycle License Plate Flipper]your license plate at motorcycle meets, shows, events, photoshoots and more. This device is great for use at shows and track events. [image: Universal Motorcycle License Plate Flipper]Fits any motorcycle, scooter or ATV with any size (US, CA, UK, EU, RU, GR, AU, ...) license plate.
It is 100% automatic/electric, flip a switch. Installs in no time with just a screwdriver. Comes with everything you need.
Specifications:

	switch controlled, switch case can be mounted on handlebar
	LED indicator shows the position of the plate
	power: 12 V & 36 W (powered by your bikes battery)
	materials: hi-strength plastic with black carbon foil and some steel parts
	waterproof and weatherproof
	tested up to 200 km/h, working even at speed over 200 km/h[image: Universal Motorcycle License Plate Flipper Dimensions]
	secure splints
	winker mount plates
	flip angle: 90° degrees
	plate is retained in the end positions (shown and hidden) from spring and 2 strong magnets with adjustable retained force
	adjustable mounting angle
	five mounting options in one product for sport, tour, enduro, cruiser and choppers
	mounting plate with many holes and slots for universal fitment


See picture with dimensions to be sure that bracket can be mount on your motorcycle. Modifications may be required (mounting holes drilling or additional auxiliary details).
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Free $30 From Rakuten Rebate Site!
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